Metalstamp Quality Auditor Internship Job Description

Metalstamp Inc. is the manufacturing business providing product and service to the automotive, medical, telecommunications and hardware industries.

We manufacture precision metal stampings for a variety of end use applications.

Jobs vary from management, office book keeping, skilled tool and die makers and machinists, punch press operators, quality control personnel and unskilled floor positions.

Metalstamp would like to offer an internship for a young person who has basic computer skills and would like to continue their interests toward a future career in the manufacturing, and quality control industry.

The position would involve the individual to work alongside quality control personnel and punch press operators to learn and perform simple tasks as running quality control equipment such as optical comparators, cnc smart scopes, digital calipers, micrometers, gage pins, drop gages, and Safety will always be paramount in these duties.

This position will be a paid position. The job would provide some overtime which would pay one and half per hour for any hours over 40 hours in one week.

The following reflects basic requirements for consideration

1. General computer skills aptitude. (primarily excel)
2. Math skills(basic)
3. Aptitude for quality and neatness.
4. Interests in possible continuation in quality control.

A tour of Metalstamp is available if interested candidates need more clarification.

Please call Ben Hutchinson or Lee Hutchinson for additional questions at 815 467-7800